
49 A Mathematical Model of Water Loss from  Comet Tempel-1 

 As a comet orbits the sun, it 
produces a long tail stretching millions of 
kilometers through space. The tail is 
produced by heated gases leaving the 
nucleus of the comet. 
 
 This image of the head of Comet 
Tempel-1 was taken by the Hubble 
Space Telescope on June 30, 2005. It 
shows the ‘coma’ formed by these 
escaping gases about 5 days before its 
closest approach to the sun (perihelion). 
The most interesting of these ingredients 
is ordinary water. 

Problem 1 – The NASA spacecraft Deep Impact flew-by Temple-1 and measured 
the rate of loss of water from its nucleus. The simple quadratic function below 
gives the number of tons of water produced every minute, W, as Comet Tempel-1 
orbited the sun, where T is the number of days since its closest approach to the 
sun, called perihelion. 
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A) Graph the function W(T). B) For what days, T, will the water loss be zero? C) 
For what T did the comet eject its maximum amount of water each minute? 
 
 
 
Problem 2 – To two significant figures, how many tons of water each minute were 
ejected by the comet 130 days before perihelion (T = -130)? 
 
 
 
 
Problem 3 - To two significant figures, determine how many tons of water each 
minute were ejected by the comet 70 days after perihelion (T = +70). Can you 
explain why this may be a reasonable prediction consistent with the mathematical 
fit, yet an implausible ‘Real World’ answer? 
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Answer Key 49 
 Problem 1 – A) The graph below was created with Excel. The squares represent the 

actual measured data and are shown as an indicator of the quality of the quadratic 
model fit to the actual data. 
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Answer: B) The roots of the quadratic equation, where W(T)=0 are for T=-140 days 
and T=+60 days after perihelion. C) The maximum (vertex of the parabola) occurs half-
way between the two intercepts at T = (-140+60)/2  or T = -40  which indicates 40 days 
before perihelion. 
 
 
 
Problem 2 – To two significant figures, how many tons of water each minute were 
ejected by the comet 130 days before perihelion (T = -130)? 
 
Answer:  W(-130) = (-130+140)(60+130)/60 =    32 tons/minute 
 
 
 
Problem 3 - To two significant figures, determine how many tons of water each minute 
were ejected by the comet 70 days after perihelion (T = +70). Can you explain why this 
may be a reasonable prediction consistent with the mathematical fit, yet an implausible 
‘Real World’ answer? 
 
Answer: The fitting function W(T) predicts that W(+70) = (70+140)(60-70)/60 = -35 tons 
per minute. Although this value smoothly follows the prediction curve, it implies that 
instead of ejecting water (positive answer means a positive rate of change) the comet 
is absorbing water (negative answer means a negative rate of change), so the 
prediction is not realistic. 
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